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Two Books for One Amazing Value: Lean Six Sigma and Lean Quickstart Guide !Lean Six Sigma

QuickStart Guide Running an organization is simple. Running an organization that is effective and

efficient and has little waste is another story. At the core of every organization, what defines how it

operates on a day-to-day basis are its philosophy and strategy. Not to be overlooked, the theories

and strategies deployed by management and reinforced by those who execute the organization's

mission ultimately define its success. Process improvement, quality control, and customer

satisfaction can simultaneously be managed and improved upon with the implementation of Lean

Six Sigma. Lean QuickStart Guide Lean. Total quality management. Process improvement. If you're

in the business world, you've undoubtedly heard these terms - from your supervisor, from a client, or

from someone talking shop in the breakroom. Don't get overwhelmed by the long books that simply

have too much information and are impossible to follow. In the Lean QuickStart Guide, we will teach

what you need to know to get up and running with lean. You'll understand the fundamentals that

form the lean business model so you can incorporate it into your business wheelhouse within hours.
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Iâ€™ve been using Lean Six Sigma theories for a few years now, and Iâ€™ve been looking for a few

good resources to have on the side. The theories and principles in the system are very complex

when you are dealing with specific projects, so itâ€™s always worthwhile to have some resources

handy. This Lean Six Sigma quickstart guide provides a good start for some aspiring leaders or



project managers.The book is, in a nutshell, a summary of theories and some mechanics of Lean

Six Sigma. Itâ€™s in no way a way for you to learn it but, as it states, it will give you the first few

steps you need to get your feet wet. Many people donâ€™t understand the basic principles of either

lean or Six Sigma, so thereâ€™s an increasing misunderstanding of what it is.I currently work in

healthcare and have obtained my green belt last year. The most useful input I can give about LSS is

that the understanding of the basics will get you very far; the statistics and algorithms will come after

you have developed your project plan. The foundation of LSS is centered around including the

individuals into the project that will help cover all aspects; such as including frontline staff in larger

projects. Toyota and Motorola utilized these methods, and others, to help develop the culture and

product that they have today.With that being said, this book is a great starter for those who want to

get informed to the structure of Six Sigma, lean, and how the two work together; quality and

efficiency. Although very basic, and not something that I would really need at this point, it would be

a fantastic book for anyone looking to move into management, project management, or even those

looking to improve their communication.I received this product at a discount for my honest and

unbiased review. The comments above are my own and are based from my experience with the

product above and others like it.

I always feel there is so much to learn in the business and internet fields, so I pick up lots of books

in hopes that they will catch my attention and I will learn a little something. I have tried, slightly in

vain, to read books abut Lean Six Sigma and Lean in the past and have been frustrated by how dry

and hard to read they can be. I think books often assume that you already have a background in the

subject. This book is different. I definitely felt like this is the starter guide to learning this topic. It is

easy to read, and really avoids lots of tech speak so you don't feel lost and frustrated. I have already

identified several ways I can use the strategies outlines in it to improve my business. Instead of

being frustrated about it, I am now pretty excited with what I am picking up. Business type books are

often not fun to read, but I found this one interesting enough that I wanted to stick with it. I think if

you do have some knowledge, this may be a bit simplified for you, but could be a good refresher.I

received this product free for review and evaluation purposes. All opinions are my own and in no

way influenced by the seller of this item. If my opinion of this product changes over time, I will

update this review. Thanks for reading!

Full Disclosure: I received this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

These two texts are significantly more than "QuickStart Guides." They're a well-designed and



effective introduction to Lean and Lean Six Sigma in sufficient depth and breadth to ensure the

reader is prepared to evaluate and contrast these methods and make informed decisions as to what

additional reading, training and coaching is then needed. Recommended reading order is Lean

QuickStart Guide followed by Lean Six Sigma QuickStart Guide. There's a modest amount of

repeated material in the latter text, but when you get to it, it's reinforcing versus redundant. Each

book discusses the evolution of methods, tools and techniques so that the reader can see when,

where and why each method is applicable. There are also sufficient references to additional

(proven) resources for a deeper investigation. The use of illustrations throughout each book further

grounds the reader in the initial applicability of these methods. Once completing both books, the

reader is prepared to decide where to invest their time (and potentially their organization's time) in

deciding where to apply these methods. These are also references books for future use versus

1-time reads (which is usually the case with a "QuickStart Guide."

"Full Disclosure: I received this book for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review"I

found this audio book to be a great introduction to the six sigma program. This was essentially as

valuable as a weekend six sigma training program. Realistically as a tool this will help you

understand the higher ups at your place of employment. On its own you have no tutorials or hands

on practice. Without these how much could you actually use this book? Well that depends how

much you believe in it.The companion pdf is necessary. I listened to this book twice. First without

the PDF and then again with it. I found close to no use for the book until i sat down and treated the

book as if it were a classroom instructor. From this I was able to understand and theoretically apply

the concepts of six sigma.Listen to this book: The real cost is how much time it will take you to

review it (one afternoon). Is it as helpful as a full semester course? No. Is it worth the few dollars this

book costs? Absolutely. As an entreprenuer I found this book very helpful.
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